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internationalism has been clearer over the Spanish war
than over Ethiopia, but we can see something of its
effectiveness in the campaign to rehabilitate Italy which
began a month after the fall of Addis Ababa- Not
only were sanctions removed by July 15th, and Sir
Samuel Hoare signalized his return by withdrawing the
fleet from the Eastern Mediterranean, but every effort
was made to persuade the world to forget Ethiopia*
The British Foreign Office, controlling through the
Sudan the only practical way into Gore and western
Ethiopia, deliberately obstructed any attempt to keep
alive resistance to an Italy which had not yet made
even a formal entry into the western provinces. The
passage of arms and ammunition was completely for-
bidden, on the grounds that it might encourage civil
war between the tribes, a ridiculous and mendacious
* gloss' on the report of the British Consul. Ethiopians
and Europeans were forbidden to go to the parts of
Ethiopia which were still free. Contrary to all English
traditions the British Consuls were withdrawn from
every part of Ethiopia long before there was any prospect
of Italian forces reaching the towns in which they
were working.' At Maji a native sergeant employed by
the Consulate remained and flew the Union Jack for
fifteen months before the arrival of an Italian force
made him desist.
The western chiefs would at that time have accepted
a British mandate, and wrote to the League suggesting
it.1 Those who came through western Ethiopia that
summer gave the impression of a country which was
very peaceful, and only wanting to be left alone, and
1This> of course, was not a practical proposal, but the British
Government did their utmost to conceal the fact that there were
still organized groups of independent chiefs in Ethiopia.

